WELCOME STUDENTS

What is climate change?
My understanding

Kashish
Climate change is the changes in weather and temperature .

Adaah
I think climate change is when a lot of weathers change in a few days like a very short time.
Like rainy day then is sometime hot then windy then cold.
This happens all around the world.
It is also like you can’t predict it and what is happening.
And it is natural disaster.
Climate change is also called global warming
Effects, more rainfall,changing seasons, shirking sea ice,rising sea levels, deforestation,farming,burning fossils fuels,

Rashi
Think 1- Climate change happens when there is too much
pollution and all the seasons mix up like in summer it
rains and in winter it is summer and the earth becomes
hotter and hotter from inside like the core but it will also
affect the population.

Dhruv
I think climate change is when in a weather all sorts of
natural disasters happen like thunderstorms and blizzards.
If it is hot in winter that means global warming has started
because inside the earth there are layers like the core,
crust and mantle. The earth is getting polluted and people
are deforesting so the world’s dying. HELP US SAVE MOTHER
EARTH!!!!

Tvisha
I think think climate change is a change in the weather
and horrible disaster are caused by it..People think that
it is just a natural disaster but it is actually because
of human actions things like glaciers melting,forest
fires,volcanic eruptions e.c.t.The Earth’s core gets
hotter and hotter until forest fires begin.Plastic thrown
in water,honking loudly & smog & car pollution causes
water pollution,sound pollution & air pollution.

Rishiv

Climate change is the change in the weather of a place like temperature or rainfall.It is caused by
deforestation and burning of fossil fuels.This increases carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and leads to global
warming.

Ziyana
I think climate change is when the weather changes like when
it's suppose to be summer but it's rainy and when it's
winter it's summer,and there can be thunderstorms.

Task 2- Write your deﬁnition
of climate change
Task 3- List down the cause of climate change that
you have identiﬁed from the readouts given in
the websites and add to the same slide.

Kashish
Your definition of climate change

Climate change is when there are
changes in the climate and we get
different unpredictable weather
conditions. It could rain on a
sunny day or the day could be
hotter when it is supposed to be
pleasant.

List down the causes of climate change

1.
2.

3.

Cutting down of treesdeforestation.
Greenhouse gases like
methane,carbon di oxide and
nitrous oxide causing global
warming.This could be because
people burn a lot of fossil
fuels.
Cows giving out methane while
burping after chewing their
food.

adaah
Your definition of climate change

List down the causes of climate change

Rashi
Your definition of climate change

The climate change happens in the process of the
earth heating that is also called as global warming
unfortunately the earth can get warmer and warmer
each day and also cold because when climate changes
you never know when it is hot or cold & we
experience rains anytime in the year which destroys
the agricultural crops to a great extent & this can
affect the population in the world to decrease and
lead to 0 population even increasing temperatures
cause lava eruption which we have recently still
facing in La Palma.

List down the causes of climate change

Burning coal
Deforestation
Carbon dioxide
Nitrous oxide
Menthane
Fertiliser containing nitrogen/algae
Increasing livestock farming
Fluorinated gasses
Pollution

Dhruv
Your definition of climate change

A change in global or regional
climate patterns, in particular a
change apparent from the mid to
late 20th century onwards and
attributed largely to the
increased levels of atmospheric
carbon dioxide produced by the
use of fossil fuels.

List down the causes of climate change

The main causes of climate change are:
Humanity’s increased use of fossil fuels –
such as coal, oil and gas to generate
electricity, run cars and other forms of
transport, and power manufacturing and
industry
Deforestation – because living trees absorb
and store carbon dioxide
Increasingly intensive agriculture – which
emits greenhouse gases like methane and
nitrous oxide

Tvisha
Your definition of climate change

Climate is a predicted change
in weather for usually 30 yrs
at once.Sometimes it can be
unpredictable for example: It
could rain on a sunny day or
the day could be hotter when
it is supposed to be

List down the causes of climate change

1.Deforestation
2.Volcanic eruptions
3.Cows letting out methane while
burping.
4.chemicals used in soil

pleasant.

5.people burning fossil fuels.

Weather is a climate
prediction for 1 day.

6.people making more factories
which lets out smog.

Rishiv
Your definition of climate change

Climate change is the change in the weather of
a place like temperature or rainfall.

List down the causes of climate change

It is caused by deforestation and burning of
fossil fuels.This increases carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere and leads to global warming.

ziyana
Your definition of climate change

Climate change is when the earth
gets warm and then the weathers
change

List down the causes of climate change

1.

2.
3.
4.

Destruction of the habitat of
the sloth- forest fire,
deforestation.
People burning fossil fuels
Farming,cows eating habits contribute
towards climate change.
Throwing garbage in the river

Causes
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Cutting down of trees- deforestation.
Greenhouse gases like methane,carbon di oxide and nitrous oxide causing global
warming.This could be because people burn a lot of fossil fuels.
Cows giving out methane while burping after chewing their food.
deforestation,farming,burning fossils fuels
Burning coal
Deforestation- because living trees absorb and store carbon dioxide ( Dhruv)
Carbon dioxide
Nitrous oxide
Methane
Fertiliser containing nitrogen/algae
Increasing livestock farming
Fluorinated gasses
Pollution
Increasingly intensive agriculture – which emits greenhouse gases like methane
and nitrous oxide ( tractors- emit excess smoke)

